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• Nevermind recorded heart rate during play.
• Base heart rate was measured in-game for two minutes before players were free to play.
• After play, periods of heightened negative arousal were identified as periods where a player’s heart rate exceeded 5% of their 

base heart rate for a period of 5+ seconds.
• For each of these periods, a record was kept for the amount of time a player needed to return to their base rate for 5+ seconds.
• The average of this value was computed for all participants (In-game down-regulation). This was correlated with real-world 

emotion regulation strategies.

Adam Lobela, Marientina Gotsisb, Erin Reynoldsc, 
Michael Annettac, Rutger C.M.E. Engelsa,d, & Isabela Granica

The more time players needed to return to a calm state after negative 
physiological arousal, the less likely they were to resolve emotional conflicts 
through reappraisals. 

This indicates that deficiencies in emotion regulation skills may transfer from the real-
world to in-game experiences when playing Nevermind. This lends promise for the use of 
Nevermind (and future biofeedback video games that reward the healthy down-regulation 
of negative affective arousal) as a means for people to bolster emotion regulation.

Biofeedback video games hold the promise of being able to train emotion regulation 
skills.1 In such games, changes in a player’s physiological state trigger the game’s 
systems to alter the gamespace, tailoring gameplay to each player’s experience. 
As emotional states are inherently linked to physiological states2,3, these games can 
allow players to monitor their physiological arousal, and can reward the healthy  
down-regulation of negative physiological arousal.

Nevermind is a horror-themed biofeedback video game with these unique features. 
In this study, we investigated whether players’ real-world emotion regulation 
skills would be related to their ability to down-regulate negative arousal in-game.
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Correlations: In-game down-regulation and real-world emotion regulation strategies.

Note: n = 47 (age = 18—24) SIS = seek instrumental social support; SES = seek emotional social support; ACT = seek 
active resolution;  ACC=acceptance; REAP = reappraise; WIT = withdrawal; RUM = rumination; SUP = suppression
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Premise: Players are recruited as a Neuroprober — a 
therapist of the future who explores the subconscious minds 
of PTSD patients. Players must solve puzzles to uncover 
memories lost in their clients’ subconscious, memories which 
reveal the true cause of their trauma.

Biofeedback: Players must remain calm in the face of horrific situations. Heightened 
arousal makes the gamespace become hostile, increasing the game’s difficulty. Emotion 
regulation is therefore paramount.

Emotion regulation 
questionnaire

Nevermind
with heart rate monitor

Online screening Play session

ABOVE: In one area of the game, as the player’s arousal increases, the higher the milk rises. Eventually, the player’s character can drown, forcing him to restart the challenge. However, returning to a relaxed state makes the milk subside.
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Nevermind is available 
on Steam Early Access

• Nevermind recorded heart rate during play.
• Base heart rate was measured in-game for two minutes before players were free to play.
• After play, periods of heightened negative arousal were identified as periods where a 
player’s heart rate exceeded 5% of their base heart rate for a period of 5+ seconds.

• For each of these periods, a record was kept for the amount of time a player needed to 
return to their base rate for 5+ seconds.

• The average of this value was computed for all participants (In-game down-regulation). 
This was correlated with real-world emotion regulation strategies.
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